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Question asked by Sarah in London: "I'm not sure what the human
condition actually is?". The human condition is humans' capacity for
what has been called 'good' and 'evil'.

Extract of author & biologist Jeremy Griffith from World
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frank balamatsias 4 months ago
 Griffith's books reveal how confronting understanding the human condition is & its
incredibly insightful & helpful in relating it to my own life experiences. Yes immense
insecurity lies in each of us & we are emotionally scarred wrecks & its compounding to the
point where the planet won't cope with our insatiable need to validate ourselves, we're at
breaking point, environmentally & mentally....

frank balamatsias 4 months ago

 ....Its been a tiring journey for humanity but now the human condition has been solved the 
door is wide open & you can leave it all behind as the only other option is terminal 
alienation & that is a dead end.

Who is Jeremy Griffith & what 
is WTM?
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Jas MMan 7 months ago
 I thought it might help people to have some transcribe as its pretty long but I want people 
to be encouraged to watch on: "Thinking about the issue of the human condition has been 
far too depressing... we spend most of our time trying to avoid the damn thing... (1:40) The 
human condition arises from so called good and evil in our make up. We humans are 
capable of shocking acts like rape and murder but we've never been able to explain and 
thus understand why..."...

Hugh Brown 4 months ago
 Pinker on the human condition is worth considering but Griffith's holds water and should be 
debated

Jim Rizzo 9 months ago
 You really make me think Sarah-interesting perspective and great insight on the human 
condition. I am off to watch other videos in this series.

tracyrsimmons 8 months ago
 I agree with your definition of the human condition. More people need to hear this series. 
You are right--Human behavior is very imperfect and that I feel is at the heart of everything.

Connor FitzGerald 5 months ago in reply to TheEvdoggy
 It's not about being divine in the religious sense. The human condition is real but confronts 
us with the question 'are we good or bad?'. Humans are selfish & yet also incredibly 
selfless. As Griffith explains it's relieving to equate our aggression with the behaviour of 
less conscious animals who are driven by the biological need to reproduce—our anger & 
competitiveness is psychologically driven & is different to that of instinct driven animals. 
Check out WTM website videos parts 3 & 4

Flav Friend 8 months ago
 Holy Cow your E.O Wilson addition on Eusocialty is real! My arrogant uncle sprouts his 
stuff all the time so I'm going to kick this up and see how it rolls!
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